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Stockholm, 27 June 2018

The first new Mälartåg from Stadler on show
at Stockholm Central Station
On June 27, the first Mälartåg (Mälar train) from Stadler is on show at Stockholm Central Station in
cooperation with Mälab and Transitio. The train is a variant of Stadler’s DOSTO doubledeck train and
is going to run in the Mälardalen region from 2019. Stadler’s trains are well equipped for Nordic winter
conditions and maintain a high standard for Swedish travellers.
The train is being put on show at Stockholm Central Station for media and invited guests, and is the first of the
33 new double-decker trains Transitio, commissioned by Mälab, ordered from Stadler. The model is called
DOSTO and is already operating in Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Russia, Georgia, Azerbaijan
and has also been sold to the USA. The trains share technology with the FLIRT trains used by Norwegian
NSB, Finnish VR and Swedish MTR Express.
They are designed to run at minus 40 degrees and with a depth of 800 mm of snow on the track. Some
examples of the design solutions incorporated to withstand the extreme weather conditions are inter-carriage
connections with twin bellows, large snow ploughs, efficient floor and wall heating systems and specially
adapted insulation. The underframes of the trains have been designed to minimise freezing.
Peter Jenelten, Executive Vice President Marketing & Sales Stadler, has been available for questions at
Stockholm Central Station.
"The train is well-proven for Nordic conditions, with an excellent track record from Norway, Finland and other
countries with long winters. The train has been further adapted for Sweden in collaboration with Swedish
designers, and have high standards of functionality, comfort and durability," Peter Jenelten said.
Mälartågen strengthens Stadler's role in Sweden as a reliable supplier of rolling stock for speeds of up to 250
km/h. Stadler, which both manufactures and services trains, has grown rapidly in the Nordic countries in a
short period of time. The company sees continued high growth potential that it is now preparing to meet. By
2020, more than 300 Stadler-produced railway vehicles are expected to run on Nordic railway lines, which is
almost 400 percent growth from 2013. In Sweden Stadler runs two workshops with 190 employees in Hagalund
and Tillberga, where in the latter the SJ X2000 X31 fleet is currently being technically refurbished in
cooperation with ABB. Since 2017, Stadler is also a member of Swedtrain.
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Stadler DOSTO Mälartågen
The DOSTO adaptation for the Mälardalen lines and Transitio, in addition to comfort levels and interior design,
makes the train more flexible and able to cope with the Swedish load profile. Further, the extensive adjustments
for winter durability minimize damage from collisions with wildlife. The new train carriages will be designed
using MÄLAB's future Mälartågen brand, and have a length of around 105 meters with a top speed of 200
km/h. The interior is designed for commuter and daily travel with travel times around one to two hours, with
comfortable adjustable chairs with work tables, power outlets, WIFI and more. The passenger flexibility is
superb with folding chairs and possibility of carrying larger luggage and bicycles, and 357 fixed seats per train
including folding chairs. There are three toilets, one of which is adapted for passengers with special needs.
The driver’s cabin is European (EUROCAB) with cab doors.

About Stadler
International rail vehicle construction company, Stadler, is headquartered in Bussnang in Eastern Switzerland.
Founded in 1942, it has a workforce of over 7,600 based in various production, service and engineering
locations across Switzerland, Germany, Spain, Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Belarus and the United
States. Service locations are also being operated in countries including Algeria, Denmark, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Sweden and the UK. Stadler provides a comprehensive range of products in
the heavy and urban transport segments: high-speed trains, intercity trains, regional and commuter heavy rail
trains, underground trains, tram trains and trams. Stadler also manufactures main-line locomotives, shunting
locomotives and passenger carriages, including the most powerful diesel-electric locomotive in Europe. It is
the world’s leading manufacturer in the rack-and-pinion rail vehicle industry.
In recent years, Stadler has expanded its presence in Scandinavia and intends to continue to develop its
Nordic business. Stadler has won several key assignments to drive this expansion:
In 2013 Stadler received an order from the MTR Express railway company for six intercity FLIRT vehicles. The
delivery has been completed within one year and the vehicles now travel Stockholm - Gothenburg. In 2013
Stadler also won the full-service maintenance contract for the MTR Express FLIRT fleet.
In addition, within the frame of Stadler’s expansion of service and maintenance, Stadler has become involved
in the technical upgrading of the X2000 fleet in cooperation with ABB.
Stadler supplies tailor made vehicles to Roslagsbanan. These vehicles are fully developed for Roslagsbanan's
unique range of tracks.
In Norway, Stadler received an order for FLIRT trains for NSB and trams for the Bybanen in Bergen. In addition,
Stadler has entered into two full-service contracts; The city railway in Bergen and the Gjövik Line in Oslo.
In Denmark, Stadler won a full-service contract for trams in Aarhus.
Punctual deliveries, reliability and flexibility have helped build Stadler into one of the industry's strongest
brands.

Follow Stadler on LinkedIn and Facebook
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